Methodology: This is a retrospective chart review of 225 adult patients diagnosed with PNES without epileptic seizures from 2012 to 2017. The frequency of the brain imaging tests prior to vEEG was assessed across all semiological classes and was correlated with other clinical characteristics.
Result: The most prevalent PNES events were characterized by semi-rhythmic small amplitude movements in the extremities (32%) followed by those resembling clonictonic seizures (27.7%). Patients with sensory changes had more imaging tests than those with primitive gesturing and axial posturing.
Patients with 3 or more psychiatric disorders had more combined MRIs and CTs prior to diagnosis than patients with two or fewer psychiatric co-morbidities (p = 0.03).
Conclusion:
The frequency of brain imaging obtained prior to the definitive diagnosis of PNES is influenced by semiology and the psychiatric health of patients. The PNES with minimal paroxysmal movements in the settings of multiple psychiatric co-morbidities represent particularly challenging patient phenotype which is linked to excessive referrals for brain imaging. 
